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FORMULA HLT
A central lock look for non-center lock vehicles 

The 2012 season marks the beginning of a partnership between OZ and Scuderia Ferrari, the most 
illustrious team in Formula 1. This working partnership is hard-earned proof of the goals reached by OZ and 
evidence of its continuous commitment to research and development of the most innovative technologies, 
setting the standard for road and race wheels.
OZ’s experience in Formula 1 is fully exploited in the FORMULA HLT, a new wheel in the I-TECH range, 
inspired by the wheels on the Ferrari F2012 Formula 1 car bringing to the road cars the taste of the 
central lock racing system.
The designers at the OZ Tech Lab™, OZ’s research and development division, took their inspiration from the 
design and technical solutions crafted for the F2012’s 10-spoke front wheel.
The outcome is the new FORMULA HLT, a clear evidence of technological transfer from the experience OZ 
collected in Formula 1 over the years. The same machinery, designers and materials used to manufacture 
racing wheels are also used in the production of aftermarket wheels.

FORMULA HLT builds on the same elements that make up the typical OZ Racing DNA: 
- 10 SPOKES to ensure the best possible balance in terms of distribution of forces;  
- HLT (High Light Technology), a unique flow form production process that makes it possible

to achieve mechanical characteristics similar to those of a forged wheel 
by maximizing mechanical resistance to tension and force, while 
considerably reducing weight; 

- WEIGHT CONTROL, obtained through special processing that makes 
it possible to use less material while still maintaining the utmost 
levels of safety, grip and resistance to stress; 

- UNDER CUT and SIDE CUT, technologies shaped by racing 
experience that contribute to minimizing weight, make the 
spokes seem longer and highlight the sporty look of the 
wheel thanks to skillfully carving the material;

- CONCAVE DESIGN (available on some applications),
a stylish feature that enables depth in the stance of the car 
and highlights the racing spirit of the wheel. 

FORMULA HLT comes in standard Central Lock cap version 
(that mimics the single holes system of competition wheels, 
optionally with black ring) and with a 5 holes carbon centrecap; 
available rim diameters: 17”, 18”, 19”, 20”; Grigio Corsa finishing.

Like all OZ wheels, FORMULA HLT wheels are TÜV- and PLUS-certified 
(an additional series of tests that OZ products undergo).

For more information go to www.ozracing.com
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